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Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) 

 

Decision notice 

 

Date:    9 December 2014  

 

Public Authority: Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) 

Address:   100 Parliament Street 

                                   London 
                                    SW1A 2BQ 

 

 

Decision (including any steps ordered) 

 
1. The complainant has requested information relating to residence and 

domicile matters, HMRC investigation processes, whistle-blowing 
procedures, record retention policies and details of criticism of HMRC in 

any tribunal or by the Special Commissioner for non-disclosure or lack of 
candour. HMRC has refused the request citing section 12 – costs exceed 

the appropriate limit.   
 

2. The Commissioner’s decision is that HMRC is entitled to rely on section 
12 to refuse this request. However, HMRC failed to adequately discharge 

its duty under section 16 of the FOIA. 
 

3. The Commissioner does not require the public authority to take any 

further steps.  
 

Request and response 

 

4. On 14 April 2014, the complainant wrote to HMRC to request the 
information set out in Annex A. 

 
5. On 12 May 2014 HMRC responded.  

 

6. In respect of the requests numbered (1) through to (11), HMRC 
confirmed that it may hold some information within the scope of the 
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request but refused to provide the information relying on FOIA section 

12(1) – cost of compliance exceeds appropriate limit. 
 

7. In respect of the remainder of the requests numbered (12) through to 
(15) HMRC neither confirmed nor denied that it held information within 

the scope of this part of the request. It sought to rely on section 12(2) 
which states that a public authority is not obliged to comply with its duty 

under section 1(1)(a) if complying alone would exceed the appropriate 
limit. 

 
8. The complainant requested an internal review on 20 May 2014. HMRC 

sent the outcome of its internal review on 11 June 2014. It upheld its 
original position.  

Scope of the case 

 
9. The complainant contacted the Commissioner on 4 July 2014 to 

complain about the way his request for information had been handled. 
The complaint to the Commissioner was detailed. Specifically the 

complainant asserted that HMRC could not apply section 12 
independently of section 16 of the FOIA, describing HMRC’s provision of 

advice and assistance as a “token effort”. The complainant believes that 
HMRC had failed to provide advice and assistance pursuant to section 16 

and therefore that its estimate under section 12 was not an estimate 
made on a reasonable basis. It is the complainant’s position that HMRC 

should not, in these circumstances, be permitted to rely on the cost 

estimate to relieve it of its obligations to comply with the request. 
 

10. The Commissioner considers the scope of his investigation is to 
determine whether HMRC was correct to rely on section 12 to refuse the 

request and whether it adequately discharged its duty under section 16. 

Reasons for decision 

 
Section 12 – Cost of compliance exceeds appropriate limit 

11. Section 12(1) of FOIA states that: 
 

      “Section 1(1) does not oblige a public authority to comply with a request 

for information if the authority estimates that the cost of complying with 
the request would exceed the appropriate limit”. 
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12. In other words, section 12 of FOIA provides an exemption from a public 

authority’s obligation to comply with a request for information where the 
cost of compliance is estimated to exceed the appropriate limit. 

 
13. This limit is set in the Freedom of Information and Data Protection 

(Appropriate Limit and Fees) Regulations 2004 at £600 for central 
government departments and £450 for all other public authorities. The 

fees regulations also specify that the cost of complying with a request 
must be calculated at the rate of £25 per hour, meaning that section 

12(1) effectively imposes a time limit of 24 hours in this case. 
 

14. In estimating whether complying with a request would exceed the 
appropriate limit, Regulation 4(3) states that an authority can only take 

into account the costs it reasonably expects to incur in: 
 

 determining whether it holds the information; 

 locating the information, or a document containing it; 
 retrieving the information, or a document containing it; and 

 extracting the information from a document containing it. 
 

15. The four activities are sequential, covering the retrieval process of the 
information. 

 
Would compliance exceed the appropriate limit? 

 
16. Section 12 explicitly states that public authorities are only required to 

estimate the cost of compliance with a request, not give a precise 
calculation. In the Commissioner’s view, an estimate for the purposes of 

section 12 has to be ‘reasonable’: he expects it to be sensible, realistic 
and supported by cogent evidence. 

 

17. HMRC has applied section 12 to parts 1 to 11 and in its submission to 
the Commissioner, explained that it had advised the complainant, at 

internal review stage, that it had searched archive material stored in 
electronic folders and that after two hours of searching no information 

had been located which matched the terms specified in the request 
under point (c) of “subject matter” relating to the terms “distinct break”, 

“clean break” or “permanent break”. 
 

18. Based on this search HMRC estimated that it would “far exceed” the 
appropriate costs limit to check all electronic folders and paper records 

maintained by the team dealing with Residence and Domicile dating 
back to between 10 and 22 years which was the “relevant period”. 

 
19. HMRC has expanded on its application of section 12 in its submission to 

the Commissioner. 
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20. In respect of electronic documents, HMRC has explained that these 

documents do not always contain a date in the title. This would mean 
therefore that every document contained in the archive Controlled 

Access Folder (CAF) would need to be reviewed to determine if it fell 
within the scope of the request. It would not be possible to handle the 

request on a (tax) year by year basis. 
 

21. Furthermore, the folders stored in the archive CAF do not specify a 
creation date nor an indication of subject matter other than a generic 

heading such as ‘consultation’, ‘communications’ and ‘policy issues’. It is 
therefore not possible to search for documents using the ‘subject 

matter’ put forward by the complainant. 
 

22. HMRC advised that the archive CAF has 311 folders containing 4,668 
files. It is estimated that it would require 2 minutes to review each file in 

order to identify if it contained information falling within the scope of the 

request. In these circumstances it would take just in excess of 155 
hours to check the 4,668 files. 

 
23. Policy development emails are held in a different archived folder. A total 

of 36 folders contain 4,666 emails which would need to be individually 
reviewed to determine whether any contained information falling within 

the scope of the request. HMRC estimates that it would take at least 30 
seconds to review each email simply to verify whether it fell within the 

scope of the request in terms of ‘subject matter’ and ‘relevant period’. 
Checking all emails would therefore take in excess of 38 hours. 

 
24. With regard to paper records, HMRC has identified 16 boxes of archive 

material relating to ‘Residence’ and has carried out a detailed review of 
one box as a sampling exercise. The box contained 29 files and those 

files held a total of 430 separate documents, many containing 10 -20 

pages. HMRC has asserted that even if each document could be 
reviewed in an average of 2 minutes, it would take 14 hours to review 

one box to determine if it contained information falling within the scope 
of the request. To review all 16 boxes would therefore take 224 hours. 

 
25. The Commissioner notes that the request asserts that the definitions of 

‘subject matter’ and ‘relevant period’ apply throughout although the 
request then details that the ‘relevant period’ applies unless otherwise 

stated. 
 

26. In any request where the applicant is so specific in setting out ‘subject 
matter’ and ‘relevant period’, the Commissioner cannot presume that 

these criteria were not intended to apply to every aspect of the request. 
That being said, he notes that in its internal review HMRC appear to 

have identified areas where the ‘subject matter’ and ‘relevant period’ 

may not apply and have provided some limited background which it 
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asserts may assist the complainant in refining the request. Despite the 

complainant specifically stating that the ‘subject matter’ and ‘relevant 
period’ apply throughout, the Commissioner accepts that HMRC 

considered this met the duty to provide advice and assistance.   
 

27. It is the Commissioner’s view that given the specific yet wide ranging 
nature of the ‘subject matter’ and the specific and lengthy timeframe of 

the ‘relevant period’, combined with the variety of issues covered by the 
individual strands of the request, the estimate which HMRC has now 

provided in support of its application of section 12 is reasonable and is 
supported by realistic and cogent evidence. 

 
28. The Commissioner finds that HMRC was entitled to rely on section 12(1) 

FOIA to refuse the request. 
 

29. Section 12(2) states that:  

 
“subsection (1) does not exempt the public authority from its obligation      

to comply with paragraph (a) of section 1(1) unless the estimated cost 
of complying with that paragraph alone would exceed the appropriate 

limit.” 
 

30. Although HMRC has applied section 12(2) to the parts of the request 
numbered 12 to 15, the Commissioner accepts that as section 12(1) 

applies as set out above, there is no requirement for him to specifically 
consider the application of section 12(2) to these four strands of the 

request.  
 

31. Regulation 5(2) of the Fees Regulations requires that any requests 
which are to be aggregated should relate “to any extent” to the same or 

similar information. Given that the complainant himself has defined the   

subject matter and identified that it should be applied throughout, the 
Commissioner accepts that HMRC was correct to aggregate the costs of 

handling all of the requests in order to assess the application of section 
12.  

 
 Section 16 – Duty to provide advice and assistance 

 
32. Section 16 states: 

 
(1)  “It shall be the duty of a public authority to provide advice and 

assistance, so far as it would be reasonable to expect the authority 
to do so, to persons who propose to make, or have made, requests 

for information to it. 
(2)  Any public authority which, in relation to the provision of advice or 

assistance in any case, conforms with the code of practice under 
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section 45 is to be taken to comply with the duty imposed by 

subsection (1) in relation to that case. 
 

33. The Commissioner notes the complainant’s assertion, in his request for 
an internal review, that without knowing how many hours are necessary 

to address each request it is unclear how the request could be refined. 
The Commissioner accepts that neither the initial response to the 

request nor the internal review response provides the complainant with 
a reasonable estimate which is sensible, realistic and supported by 

cogent evidence which would allow the request to be refined in order to 
address the cost limit. 

 
34. In his submission to the Commissioner, the complainant draws a parallel 

between this case and the Tribunal case of Brown v The Information 
Commissioner (EA/2006/0088). 

 

35. The Commissioner does not accept that there is a parallel to be drawn 
between the cases.  

 
36. The amount of relevant documents in the case under consideration in 

this decision notice is largely down to the specific ‘subject matter’ and 
‘relevant period’ detailed by the complainant. The ‘subject matter’ 

represents a considerable area of HMRC’s business and activity and the 
‘relevant period’ covers information which is at least 10 years old and at 

most 22 years old. It cannot be extracted by a search under date or 
‘subject matter’ heading and therefore requires a more extensive 

search.  
 

37. HMRC has stated to the complainant that each separate strand of the 
request would attract the application of section 12. The Commissioner 

accepts that insofar as the complainant has tied the ‘subject matter’  to 

every aspect of the request and has asserted that the ‘relevant period’ 
applies unless otherwise stated, HMRC’s explanation of the necessary 

search means that it would have to conduct the same search for each 
strand of the request and therefore section 12 would apply. It follows 

therefore that, unlike the Tribunal case detailed by the complainant, 
HMRC could not, in respect of breaking the request up into phases, offer 

advice or assistance which could inform such a process. HMRC stated 
this fact in its internal review. 

 
38. Furthermore, the appeal determination cited made reference to the fact 

that the advice and assistance which a public authority could reasonably 
be expected to provide would depend on the public authority concerned. 

In the Tribunal case cited, the specific nature of the function of the 
public authority was detailed as particularly relevant as it was The 

National Archives for whom searches are a core function.  
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39. The Commissioner notes that in his internal review request the 

complainant suggested a way forward which invited HMRC to spend 
three days complying with requests concerning existing documents 

‘likely to be easily located’ and then spend half a day compiling and 
sending the information. 

 
40. The Commissioner supports the position of HMRC in its response that 

the FOIA does not require a public authority to work up to the 
appropriate limit. HMRC’s explanation of the application of section 12 

supports this position in this specific case. 
 

41. Despite an awareness that the FOIA is purpose and applicant blind, 
HMRC did ask the complainant to explain the purpose of the request, if 

he were able to, in order to assist HMRC in identifying and locating 
relevant information. The complainant elected not to pursue this. 

 

42. Whilst the response to the internal review request goes further than the 
initial response in terms of advice and assistance, the Commissioner is 

not persuaded that either adequately provides the rationale for the 
application of the costs exemption which may have allowed the request 

to be refined in order that it did not exceed the upper cost limit. 
However, he also notes HMRC’s position that to the extent that the 

complainant is interested in obtaining information for all the years within 
the ‘relevant period’ it is unable to suggest how the request could be 

reformulated. 
 

43. Although the Commissioner accepts that HMRC may not be able to offer 
specific advice and assistance which would inform any reformulation of 

the request, the fact remains that had the complainant been provided 
with the detailed explanation of the application of section 12 and the 

estimate which HMRC has provided to the Commissioner then he, with 

the knowledge of the purpose of the request, may have been able to 
refine his request or at least enter into a meaningful dialogue regarding 

the reformulation of the request to focus it in a different way. Similarly, 
being informed that HMRC could not provide any of the requested 

information within the appropriate limit may have enabled the 
complainant to avoid further and futile attempts to refine the existing 

request if he accepted that HMRC’s estimate was reasonable.  
 

44. The Commissioner accepts therefore that HMRC was entitled to rely on 
the exemption at section 12 but in the particular circumstances of this 

case did not adequately discharge its duty under section 16. He does not 
accept that the failure to provide adequate advice and assistance means 

that section 12 cannot be relied upon in this case as HMRC has now 
clearly set out its position. He notes that HMRC was not able to assist or 

advise in respect of refining the requests as it could see no way of 

narrowing the scope having said that section 12 applied to each aspect 
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of the request. Whilst the Commissioner accepts this position, he notes 

that the lack of a full explanation of the application of section 12 meant 
that the complainant was not able to use a reasonable estimate to allow 

him to consider if or how his request may have been refined. A detailed 
explanation of the application of section 12 would, in this case, have 

been likely to have meant that the section 16 duty had been discharged. 

Other matters 

 
45. The Commissioner notes that he has recently issued a decision notice 

under reference FS50538469 where HMRC had similarly failed to provide 

a detailed explanation of its application of section 12. 
 

46. There is no question that any application of section 12 requires a 
‘reasonable’ estimate of the costs involved in complying with a request 

in order to meet the basic requirements of section 16. 
 

47. The Commissioner therefore requests that in future cases where HMRC 
seeks to rely on section 12 to refuse a request for information, HMRC 

ensures that it provides the applicant with a reasonable estimate of 
costs supported by cogent evidence. 
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Right of appeal  

 
48. Either party has the right to appeal against this decision notice to the 

First-tier Tribunal (Information Rights). Information about the appeals 
process may be obtained from:  

 

First-tier Tribunal (Information Rights)  

GRC & GRP Tribunals,  

PO Box 9300,  

LEICESTER,  

LE1 8DJ  

 

Tel: 0300 123 4504  

Fax: 0870 739 5836  

Email: GRC@hmcts.gsi.gov.uk 
Website: www.justice.gov.uk/tribunals/general-regulatory-chamber 

 
49. If you wish to appeal against a decision notice, you can obtain 

information on how to appeal along with the relevant forms from the 
Information Tribunal website.  

 
50. Any Notice of Appeal should be served on the Tribunal within 28 

(calendar) days of the date on which this decision notice is sent.  
 

 

 
Signed ………………………………………………  

 
Alexander Ganotis 

Group Manager 

Information Commissioner’s Office  

Wycliffe House  

Water Lane  

Wilmslow  

Cheshire  

SK9 5AF  

 

 
 

 

 

mailto:GRC@hmcts.gsi.gov.uk
http://www.justice.gov.uk/tribunals/general-regulatory-chamber
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Annex A 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

“We write to make a Freedom of Information Act Request pursuant to section 
8 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (the Act). 

 
Definitions 

 
To assist with your review of our requests please note the following 

definitions which are applied throughout: 
 

a)    “Subject Matter” means all of the following: 
 

(a) Residence; 

(b) Domicile 
(c)     The concept of a “distinct break” or “clean break” or “permanent 

break” or such similar; and 
(d) IR20, its interpretation and application; 

 
b) “Relevant Period” means tax years 1991/2 to 2003/4 

 
The Request 

 
The following requests pertain to the Relevant Period unless stated 

otherwise. 
 

1. Does HMRC have any internal codes of practice or internal manuals 
used within HMRC which pertain and serve as guidance for the purpose 

of determining and understanding any policies adopted by HMRC in 

relation to the Subject Matter? If so, please provide us with copies of 
these, or information from those that respond to this request. 

 
2. Further to the above, please provide us with all versions of the 

‘Residence Manual’ from 1975 to 2006. 
 

3. Are there any HMRC policy papers and impact reports pertaining to the 
Subject Matter? If so, please provide us with these. 

 
4. Are there any internal directives or memorandums dealing with the 

Subject Matter? If so, please provide us with these. 
 

5. Please provide us with HMRC internal email correspondence in relation 
to parts (iii) and (iv) of the Subject Matter, redacting any personal 

information that you are not required to provide us. 
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6. Please provide us with any manuals or internal policy documents which 

set out how HMRC investigations are conducted. 
 

7. Are any third parties subcontracted to carry out investigations on 
behalf of HMRC? 

 
8. Are there any (verbatim or near verbatim) records of staff phone-ins 

and any documents generated therefrom? If so please provide us with 
these. 

 
9. Are there any (verbatim or near verbatim) records of staff ‘hot-seats’ 

and any documents generated therefrom? If so please provide us with 
these. 

 
10. Are there any whistle-blowing policies, manuals or guidance? If so, 

please provide us with these. 

 
11. Are there any HMRC document destruction policies in relation to paper 

records, electronic records or other records of whatsoever nature? If 
so, please let us have these. 

 
12. Have there been any instances of the HMRC being criticised in any 

tribunal or by the Special Commissioner for non-disclosure or lack of 
candour before the Special Commissioners? If so, please can you 

provide us with the relevant case references? 
 

13. Have there been any instances of the HMRC being criticised in any 
tribunal or by the Special Commissioner for non-disclosure or lack of 

candour in the High Court? If so, please can you provide us with the 
relevant case references? 

 

14. Have there been any instances of the HMRC being criticised in any 
tribunal or by the Special Commissioner for non-disclosure or lack of 

candour in the Court of Appeal? If so, please can you provide us with 
the relevant case references? 

 
15. Have there been any instances of the HMRC being criticised in any 

tribunal or by the Special Commissioner for non-disclosure or lack of 
candour in the Supreme Court? If so, please can you provide us with 

the relevant case references?” 
 


